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 A riot in progress on the streets of Colaba promises to bring together the four strangers who have been in town for the past
three days. An argument in an apartment hallway leads to murder, a school shooting and a suicide. The game ends when one of
the four is targeted. An age-old almanac warns of evil eyes, evil intentions and evil from the day of March 28. Pleased to see

that it's also good for tickets and popcorn, I come out with the same expectations. Evil lurks in the shadows. When it comes to
the camera, it's all in the framing and the angle of the lens. When you're examining an image, its purpose, and what it means to
you, it's all about perspective, whether it's a still photograph or a moving one. The image of the magician's assistant as she turns
to conceal her face from the peeping-Tom is essential to the illusion, and for me, a kind of distaste for his sleight-of-hand trick.
Yet if I point at it and say, "Is this a photographic still?" it gets a go-ahead. From time to time, I come across images that I know

are misleading or even just plain wrong, but I know better than to point it out. That's why I'm not called the world's greatest
critical film scholar. I just want to be a good amateur. Much of cinema is about games of representation and perception. When
you watch the magic trick, you can't help being aware of the assistant's manipulation of the lens, but to know for sure, you have
to pause the footage at an opportune moment and look at it from an alternate viewpoint. The film in question, Sajit Warrier's
Disco Valley, arrives in the mean time. Not just about games, but when all goes well, about illusions. Not one, but three. The

first is a riot in progress in Colaba, that ends with a murder in a flat. A few scenes later, the same mob turns into a school
shooting. A few minutes after that, a suicide in a shop creates a mob frenzy. Between all these scenes, there's also an amateurish

acting in the streets of Colaba. So, there you are, with one bullet left in the chamber, a riot in progress, a school shooting, a
suicide and a few actors in the streets. Just watch it once. These scenes are played in reverse, so 82157476af
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